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Knowledge Quest  
Kingbridge is truly a unique property with many amazing things to discover.  Explore our centre, find the 

answers to the following questions and capture great moments with your colleagues.  Good Luck! 

 

SOUTH WING 

 Find the phrenology head replication from Frans Galls and take a picture.  

 What is the Library dedicated to illustrating?  

 What is the Grunion and where is a model of this?  

 What date did King Ranch introduce the Art & Science of Wellness to Canada?  

 Take a group selfie with the castle in the clouds.  

 What is the name of one of our Woodland trails?  

 Where at Kingbridge is the Tower of Babel?  

 What is the Klein bottle?  

 Take a group selfie with the Klein bottle. 

 In the Kingbridge Collection who drew the black and white drawings?  

 Take a group selfie with the largest book on property. 

 

 Where on property exists a collection of coins from 2000BC? 

 What is the Water of Integrities at Kingbridge?  

 Find the medical devices case in the library. What objects are here?  

NORTH WING 

 Take a group selfie in the indoor pool area.  

 One member must take a video of another member running around the indoor track. 

 Take a picture of team members using a piece of gym equipment. 

 Take a group selfie with the Elephant standing on a ball.  

 According to the population map, which country has the most people?  

 What is your favorite change that innovation has brought?  

 Fill in the blank; Wisdom vs. _______ of crowds. 
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OUTDOOR AREA 

 Take a group selfie on one of our five exterior bridges. 

 What river runs through the Kingbridge Centre property?  

Kingbridge is much more than just a venue. This is a place for true engagement to unfold during meetings or 

social events. We designed a special place for curious individuals and organizations to gather to explore ideas, 

inspire innovation and gain insight into the powers of human potential. 


